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BIOFILMS, MICROCOLONIES, AND THE GLYCOCALYX

Many chronic infections, particularly those involving medical implants and prosthetic devices, involve bacterial consortia which grow as adherent biofilms within extended polysaccharide glycocalices (3, 5, 7). Such microcolonies can be regarded as functional consortia which condition their environment through the concentration of enzymes and metabolic products (7, 9). The glycocalyx, acting as a barrier, isolates the enclosed cells from fluctuations in the surrounding environment. In these respects, the physiological properties of sessile biofilm populations are distinct from those of their planktonic counterparts and contribute to survival within infected hosts.

There have been relatively few direct studies of antibiotic susceptibility in biofilms. Recent reports have suggested that such populations are profoundly resistant to many antibiotics and that this resistance contributes to the recalcitrance of infections involving medical implants and prosthetic devices. Tobramycin resistance of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus epidermidis and vancomycin resistance of S. epidermidis were increased 20- to 100-fold for biofilms relative to equivalent planktonic populations (15, 18, 28, 36).

Although the importance of the biofilm mode of growth in vivo is unequivocal, observations relating to antibiotic susceptibility of biofilm populations have often been made with in vitro devices which utilize complex media, are uncontrolled with respect to the growth rate, and compare the antibiotic susceptibility of established biofilm populations with that of planktonic populations. Growth rate differences have been indicated as a possible cause of susceptibility changes (2, 15, 21).

Recently, techniques which allow for the control of the growth rate in adherent populations have been developed (17). It has been shown that much of the resistance to antibiotics such as tobramycin (14), quaternary compounds, and quinolones (D. J. Evans, M. R. W. Brown, D. G. Allison, and P. Gilbert, Abstr. Annu. Meet. Am. Soc. Microbiol. 1990, A152, p. 26) shown by biofilm-associated cells relates to their slow growth rate rather than to any innate properties of the glycocalyx (8, 9). The growth rate also appears to modulate the hydrophobicity of the cell surface and thereby to influence the colonization of surfaces (1; D. G. Allison, D. J. Evans, M. R. W. Brown, and P. Gilbert, FEMS Microbiol. Lett., in press).

GROWTH RATE AND CELL CYCLE

Asynchronous populations contain organisms at all stages of the division cycle. At any time, presuming balanced growth, a constant proportion is at any given stage. Mitchison (25) demonstrated that enzyme levels undergo a series of ordered changes during the cellular division cycle. Some cellular enzyme activities are continuous throughout the division cycle, yet others double at particular points to allow for equality in the daughter cells. Other enzymes may be proportional to cell mass (exponential increase throughout the division cycle) or synthesized periodically (25). For chemically stable enzymes, the latter results in stepped increases in activity for individual cells, whereas for unstable enzymes, peaks of activity result. The timing of peaks and steps of biosynthetic activity with respect to the division cycle and changing growth rate have received little direct study. For peak enzymes, rates of degradation relate more to pH and temperature than to the specific growth rate. Thus, the faster the division rate, the more frequent the biosynthetic period and the higher the mean level of activity in heterogeneous populations. Events such as DNA synthesis, septation, and constriction are well documented (12, 13, 19) and occupy finite periods of the division cycle irrespective of the growth rate (6, 20). In such instances alterations in the specific growth rate alter the proportion of the cell cycle over which these events occur and also the proportion of the population expressing such activity at any time. When such properties affect drug susceptibility, the level of drug susceptibility expressed by the asynchronous population will vary. Drug susceptibility may be greatly influenced by the presence of small fractions of cells undergoing particular sensitizing events. Thus, the fraction of cells undergoing DNA replication may be especially susceptible to drugs such as mitomycin or phenylethanol. Different fractions of the populations may be quite resistant to these agents yet display an increased susceptibility to penicillins and cephalosporins because of their synthesis of polar cap material. In this respect it is interesting to note that although susceptibility to β-lactams was shown to increase with the growth rate, it was invariant when plotted against the number of generations (11, 42). The susceptibility of Escherichia coli to tobramycin is directly related to the growth rate (14; Evans et al., Abstr. Annu. Meet. Am. Soc. Microbiol. 1990). Studies with synchronous populations showed that this susceptibility occurred at and immediately after cell division and was related to peaks of resistance late in the division cycle. Clearly, wherever a marked dependence of susceptibility on the growth rate is demonstrated, the possibility of sensitization within the division cycle cannot be overlooked.
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DORMANCY AND STRINGENT RESPONSE

The growth of heterotrophic bacteria in natural environments is inhibited by periods of insufficient levels of energy and nutrients (41). Such inhibition may reduce the growth rate of the bacteria to such an extent that they may be considered to have growth rates that approximate zero. Moyer and Morita (27) hypothesized that cell populations exhibiting very low growth rates or a growth rate of zero are most closely representative of cells found in oligotrophic marine environments and that it is these environments and similar ones that exhibit the phenomena associated with starvation and dormancy. Such studies may well cast light on cell properties in chronic infections.

The survival strategies of bacteria in their natural environments under starvation conditions have been identified (39) and suggest that bacterial cultures undergo a series of physiological or phenotypic changes which enable the survival of some of the cells. Rapid multiple divisions of starving cells which lead to the formation of ultramicrobacteria (<0.3 μm in diameter) have been observed (29). The presence of large, “normal” marine bacterial cells has been observed only at interfaces at which nutrients were readily available (22); presumably the rest of the bacterial cells were starved and were therefore dormant ultramicrobacteria. It is assumed that such a reduction division (29) in response to starvation improves the chances of individual genomes surviving by the rapid formation of multiple copies. The reduction division is followed by a progressive reduction in the viability of the cultures until only 0.3% of the original cell number is found to be viable after 7 weeks of starvation (27, 30). Novitsky and Morita (31) showed that because of the initial multiplication of cell numbers, over 15 times the original cell number was viable, after starvation, as ultramicrobacteria. Roszak and Colwell (38) suggested that ultramicrobacteria were exogenously dormant forms, responding to unfavorable environmental conditions, and sporelike or “sonnicell” stages of nonsporeforming bacteria. Morita (26) also suggested that ultramicrobacteria were the dominant or normal state of bacterial cells in marine, aquatic, and terrestrial environments.

The similarity in the responses to nutrient starvation or nutrient limitation conditions of both sporeforming and nonsporeforming bacterial species may be due to the possession by both groups of the stringent response (SR) gene, relA. The SR is a phenotypic adaptation to conditions of amino acid limitation (4). The gene product of relA is ATP: GTP 3'-pyrophosphotransferase ([p]ppGpp synthetase I), which phosphorylates GDP and GTP to the polyphosphorylated ppGpp and pppGpp forms [referred to together as (p)pyGpp]. It is thought that the decrease in available GDP and GTP is responsible for the SR effect of protein regulation, as opposed to the creation of (p)ppGpp. However, it has been suggested that (p)ppGpp acts as a suppressor of ribosome or protein activity by direct binding to the ribosome (24).

relA activity can also induce sporulation in endosporeforming bacterial species (16, 32), although it is unclear whether this gene can be considered the primary gene in the sporulation process. It is more generally accepted that the spo0A gene is the primary gene in sporulation. It has been shown that the spo0A gene is responsible for the formation of highly phosphorylated nucleotides, ppApp and pppApp [referred to together as (p)ppApp] (35, 37). The mechanisms of action and induction of these two genes appear to be very similar. Indeed, the activity of a single gene, abrB, has been shown to suppress partially the effects of both relA and spo0A activities (16).

Relationships between sporulation and the SR and between antibiotic production and susceptibility have been elucidated (23, 33, 35, 40). For example, the SR appears to be essential for self-resistance antibiotics produced by Bacillus subtilis (34). Chloramphenicol (1 μg/ml) was used to inhibit bacterial synthesis of (p)ppGpp, and the subsequent antibiotic production was demonstrably reduced (34). It was determined that the SR was indispensable for the initiation of antibiotic production by B. subtilis and that this antibiotic production led in turn to self-resistance. It was also shown that antibiotic-proficient mutants lacking the SR (relA) could also become self-resistant, indicating that the SR is essential for antibiotic production in B. subtilis but not for subsequent self-resistance.

Tuomanen and Tomasz (43) observed that unless the SR was relaxed, all nongrowing bacteria rapidly developed resistance to autolysis induced by a variety of agents, including various types of cell wall synthesis inhibitors. Cozens et al. (10) also remarked on the lack of susceptibility of slowly growing or nongrowing bacteria to β-lactam antibiotics and subsequent autolysis. The latter did, however, find that a novel carbapenem antibiotic, imipenem, could induce autolysis in E. coli. Matin et al. (24) also suggested that nutrient-deprived cells were more resistant to disinfectant agents and to osmotic stress.

Stenstrom et al. (41) examined the effects of several antibiotics on bacterial cultures undergoing starvation. They found that some inhibitors significantly reduced the viability of long-term-starved cells. They also observed, however, that Salmonella typhimurium exhibited reduced susceptibility to tetracycline (an inhibitor of protein synthesis) after 20 days of starvation, as compared with its susceptibility at 12 days. Starved S. typhimurium also exhibited little or no susceptibility to inhibitors of cell wall or DNA synthesis. It was suggested that long-term-starved cells may express different phenotypes which may include changes in surface structures and binding and uptake of antibiotics (41). It is apparent that relA–competent cells possess unusual antibiotic susceptibilities and relationships in that they appear, in general, to have an enhanced resistance to many antibiotics. This resistance may be due solely to reduced rates of anabolism, which could explain the lack of susceptibility to cell wall- and DNA-active antibiotics observed by Stenstrom et al. (41). Alternatively, some product or products of the SR process may serve to protect intracellular targets from the action of antibiotics. In particular, the known binding affinity of (p)ppGpp for ribosomes may prevent the action of aminoglycoside antibiotics.

Tuomanen (42) observed that the metabolic state of bacteria subjected to conditions of amino acid limitation differed from that of growing cells by a pronounced and rapid decrease in the rates of protein, RNA, and cell wall synthesis. Tuomanen (42) posed the following question: is phenotypic tolerance obligatory in dormant cells? She hypothesized that if this were so, then two criteria must be met: (i) relA mutants should not be phenotypically tolerant and (ii) in the presence of the SR of all wild-type bacteria, antibiotics should fail to overcome phenotypic tolerance. The first case was found to be true (42), but the second proved false. Phenotypic tolerance of antibiotics is not absolute in all relA + cells (41), indicating that relA + cells are susceptible to antibiotics which act as “relaxing” agents or that some other relA-related process may be inhibited with lethal effect. The observed reduction in susceptibility to some antibiotics,
such as cell wall and DNA synthesis inhibitors, of viable but nongrowing cells raises the issue of the effectiveness of accepted MICs in both natural ecosystems (41) and chronic infections.
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